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Overview of the scientific projects of the team
L’équipe-projet MASSIV a été créée début 2018, avec un financement ANR JCJC. Elle se
compose de 2 enseignants-chercheurs, E. Laine et H. Richard. Un post-doctorant a travaillé
sur le projet sur la période 02/2018-09/2020. L’équipe accueille régulièrement des stagiaires
de niveau L à M2 (6 depuis le début). Nos activités concerne l’évolution et l’impact structural
de l’épissage alternatif (développement de méthodes et application à large échelle).
Main publications since January 1er, 2016
Ait-hamlat A., DJ. Zea, A. Labeeuw, L. Polit, H. Richard* and E. Laine*. (2020) Transcripts’
evolutionary history and structural dynamics give mechanistic insights into the functional
diversity of the JNK family. J Mol Biol. 432:2121-2140
Corsi F., R. Lavery, E. Laine* and A Carbone*. (2019) Multiple protein-DNA interfaces
unravelled by evolutionary information, physico-chemical and geometrical properties.
accepted in PLoS Comput Biol doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/743617
Laine E.*, Y. Karami and A. Carbone*. (2019) GEMME: a simple and fast global epistatic
model predicting mutational effects. Mol Biol Evol. 36:2604–2619
Dequeker C., E. Laine* and A. Carbone*. (2019) Decrypting protein surfaces by combining
evolution, geometry, and molecular docking. Proteins. 87:952-965
Karami Y., T. Bitard-Feildel, E. Laine* and A. Carbone*. (2018) "Infostery" analysis of short
molecular dynamics simulations identifies highly sensitive residues and predicts
deleterious mutations, Scientific Reports. 8 :16126
⍭ equal

contributions *co-corresponding authors, and students underlined
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Phone : 04 38 78 16 91
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Overview of the scientific projects of the team
Les activités de l’équipe Nano-D concernent la manipulation et la modélisation des
structures protéiques. Nous avons développé des méthodes pour caractériser et prédire les
assemblages macromoléculaires (interactions protéine-protéine/ligand), évaluer la qualité
des modèles 3D des protéines et leur complexes, et prédire la flexibilité et les transitions
fonctionnelles des protéines. Ces méthodes sont très rapides et peuvent être appliquées à
très large échelle. L’équipe se distingue régulièrement dans des compétitions internationales
du domaine (CASP, CAPRI…). Nous collaborons avec P. Chacon (Université de Madrid) pour la
flexibilité et les petites molécules (drug design), C. Venclovas (Vilnius University) pour la
prédictions de structure et interactions, E. Laine (SU) pour les aspects évolutifs, et J Mairal
(Inria Grenoble) et Y. Bengio (MILA, Canada) pour les méthodes d’apprentissage profond.
Main publications since January 1er, 2016
Kadukova M, Machado KDS, Chacón P, Grudinin S. (2020) KORP-PL: a coarse-grained
knowledge-based scoring function for protein-ligand interactions. Bioinformatics. (in press)
Karasikov M, Pagès G, Grudinin S. (2019 ) Smooth orientation-dependent scoring function
for coarse-grained protein quality assessment. Bioinformatics. 35:2801-2808.
Pagès G, Grudinin S. (2019) DeepSymmetry: using 3D convolutional networks for
identification of tandem repeats and internal symmetries in protein structures.
Bioinformatics. 35:5113-5120.
Pagès G, Charmettant B, Grudinin S. (2019) Protein model quality assessment using 3D
oriented convolutional neural networks. Bioinformatics. 35:3313-3319.
Derevyanko G, Grudinin S, Bengio Y, Lamoureux G. (2018) Deep convolutional networks for
quality assessment of protein folds. Bioinformatics. 34:4046-4053
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Doctoral Project
Title: Alternative splicing-inspired protein design
Abstract:
By generating multiple transcripts from the same gene, alternative splicing has the potential
to greatly expand eukaryotic proteomes. In this doctoral project, we propose to leverage the
growing body of available transcriptomics and proteomics data to generate new protein
functional diversity. We will use the notion of evolutionary conservation to identify a set of
alternative-splicing-induced sequence variations likely relevant to protein function. We will
carefully cross this information with transcript expression and proteomics data. We will then
map the identified sequence variations onto protein structures and interactions, at the level
of protein domain families. We will build a probabilistic model that will learn « rules » from
this curated resource to determine where and how to target a protein in order to modulate
its function. We will represent the input data as graphs and will develop a suitable deep
learning architecture (e.g., variational auto encoder). We will produce a knowledge base for
alternative splicing and new methods for graph learning applied to proteins. The expected
outcome will improve our understanding of protein functioning and help to guide protein
design.

Context and objective:
Eukaryotes have evolved a transcriptional mechanism that can augment the protein
repertoire without increasing genome size. A gene can be transcribed, spliced, and matured
into several transcripts by choosing different initiation/termination sites or by selecting
different exons [1]. Alternative splicing (AS) concerns almost all multi-exon genes [2], and it
can produce protein isoforms with different shapes [3], interactions partners [4], and
functions [5-6]. Hence, the generative potential of AS is fascinating.
In recent years, in-depth surveys of the splicing complexity across species and tissues have
been made possible by high-throughput sequencing (HTS) technologies like RNA-Seq.
However, reconstructing full-length transcripts from short reads is difficult, and evaluating
how many of the detected transcripts are translated and functional in the cell remains
challenging [16-17]. As a consequence, there is a long-standing debate in the field about the
functional impact of AS [18-20]. This has stimulated the development of « long read »
sequencing technologies [13], and of integrative approaches combining gene annotations,
RNA-Seq data and also data generated by other high-throughput techniques (e.g., mass
spectrometry) [14-15,21-23]. These efforts have contributed to better characterise AS
landscape complexity and assess its phenotypic outcome.
Evolutionary conservation is a widely recognised indicator of function, and we expect that the
AS-induced variations selected over millions of years of evolution comply with physical and
environmental constraints and thus are likely functional. Over the past years, the team of EL
has developed a couple of efficient methods to assess the evolutionary conservation of AS
events and transcripts and to model the impact of AS on protein 3D structures (Zea et al.
submitted, Ait-Hamlat et al. J Mol Biol 2020). These tools integrate gene annotations (from
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Ensembl1) and RNA-Seq splice junctions (from Bgee2). As a proof-of-concept, we used them to
date known functional AS events in the c-Jun N-terminal kinase family and identify residues
responsible for AS phenotypic outcome (Ait-Hamlat et al. J Mol Biol 2020). We further showed
a clear link between the functional relevance, tissue-regulation and conservation of AS events
on a set of 50 genes (Zea et al. submitted). We scaled up the analysis to the whole human
protein-coding genome, leading to the identification of a few thousands of conserved AS
events.
Artificial intelligence (AI), and more specifically deep learning (DL), has recently emerged as a
powerful approach to exploit the massive amount of protein sequence and structure data
available nowadays to predict mutational outcomes [24], fold proteins in 3D [25], design
mutants with the desired properties [26], predict protein binding modes [27] and classify AS
events [28], among others. While most of the previously designed DL architectures use 1D or
2D as input, there is a growing interest for defining suitable data representations and
convolution operations for 3D objects. The team of SG has been developing pioneer and
innovative methods and architectures for DL applied to protein 3D structures (Igashov et
al. submitted, Igashov et al. in revision, Pages and Grudinin 2019, Pages et al. 2019,
Derevyanko et al. 2018). We have tackled the problems of 3D model quality assessment and
tandem repeats detection, representing molecules as 3D grids or graphs. We have also
contributed to improve the learning efficiency and accuracy of the networks, by introducing
oriented 3D representations (Pages et al. 2019) and spherical convolution operators for
graphs (Igashov et al. submitted).
The main goal of this Ph.D. project is to exploit the pool of moves selected through AS in the
protein sequence space to learn about the determinants of protein interactions and functions,
and to guide protein design. What can AS tell us about where and how to target proteins in
order to modulate their activities? The specific objectives are the following:
1) Confront and complement our set of conserved AS events (AS-induced sequence variation:
mutations, insertions, deletions) identified at the human genome scale with transcriptlevel RNA expression data (GTex 3 , BioProject 4 ) and mass-spectrometry data (PRIDE 5 ,
ProteomicsDB6). This step will produce a curated set of protein isoforms likely to play a
functional role in the cell.
2) Create an AS atlas for protein domains. We will map the events defined in (1) onto the
corresponding protein domain families (seed multiple sequence alignments, MSAs, from
the Pfam classification7) and will annotate them with structural information coming from
the Protein Data Bank8. This step will produce a comprehensive description of where and
how AS impacts a given protein domain, on its sequence (represented by an MSA), its fold
(represented by an ensemble of structures) and its interactions (with proteins and ligands).
We will primarily focus on the domains comprising a large body of structural data and
known interacting partners, e.g. PF00071, PF00069, PF00071, and PF00069.
https://www.ensembl.org/
https://bgee.org
3 www.gtexportal.org
4 www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject
5 www.ebi.ac.uk/pride
6 www.proteomicsdb.org
7 http://pfam.xfam.org
8 www.rcsb.org
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3) Develop a probabilistic model (variational graph autoencoder or deep neural networkpowered autoregressive model [29-31]) that will learn the underlying AS « rules » to
generate new protein functional diversity. In its simplest form, each training example
coming from (2) will be a graph encoding a 3D protein structure, the associated sequence
and an AS event (Fig. 1). We will enrich this basic representation by incorporating
structures of the interacting molecules and sequence profiles representing homologs, and
also for data augmentation purpose (by transferring information from one member of the
family to another). We will rely on active learning to sample the huge space of possible
modifications9. The model will modify the network by changing the labels of the nodes and
the topology of the network on the fly. One of the challenges will be to go from continuous
parameter space search to testable suggestions for protein editing and design.
The project will produce a knowledge base along with web-services, some easy-to-use
computational tools and new architecture(s) for graph learning dealing with heterogenous
data. We expect the outcome to improve our understanding of the genotype-phenotype
relationship and of the underlying determinants of molecular recognition and conformational
plasticity.

Fig. 1: Sketch of the
data representation
and the network
architecture.

For a protein domain of 100 residues, the number of possible combinations of 5 to 15
substitutions is of the order of 10^36.
9
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Justification of suitability for i-Bio:
The proposed project is highly interdisciplinary, at the interface between biology,
mathematics, computer science, and physics. Specifically, it lies at the cross-talk of
genomics/transcriptomics sequence analysis, protein structural dynamics, evolution, and AI.
The project embeds original concepts about the relationship between genotype and
phenotype. The idea that the way living organisms generate protein diversity through AS can
inform us about the determinants of protein functioning and can guide protein design is new.
To test it, we propose to use cutting-edge AI methods and also to contribute to their
development and improve their interpretability.
The role of alternative splicing in the development of diseases like cancer has been firmly
established, and we are starting to get a glimpse of how AS natural variations shape human
populations' disease susceptibility. Computational methods able to deal with the massive
amounts and complexity of the transcriptomics and proteomics data that will be accessible in
the coming years will become instrumental in the design of biological interventions improving
human health.
We ambition that the outcomes of the Ph.D. project will put the host laboratories and
institutions in a leading position in the fields of transcriptomics and graph learning.
Role of each supervisor / skills provided:
EL and SG will co-supervise the student, at 70 and 30% respectively. EL will mostly contribute
with her expertise in alternative splicing, protein evolution, and sequence analysis. SG will
bring his expertise in machine learning applied to proteins, and more specifically in geometric
deep learning. Both EL and SG have some expertise in the analysis and modelling of protein
structures and motions. In the past, they have collaborated to develop approaches combining
sequence- and structure-based information to predict protein structures and complexes (joint
participation to CASP 10 and CAPRI 11 ), and on the prediction/description protein functional
transitions (Grudinin, Laine and Hoffmann 2020).
EL research activities have been centred on the sequence-structure-function relationship for
many years. She has contributed to the development of computational methods exploiting
evolutionary and/or structural information to predict protein interfaces (with other proteins
and nucleic acids) and binding affinities, to identify protein cellular partners, and to predict
mutational effects. She is currently in charge of a project (MASSIV, ANR-17-CE12-0009, 20182021) assessing the impact of alternative splicing on protein structures in evolution. She has
published over 30 research articles (h-index 14), has deposited two patents and has (co)supervised two post-docs and four PhD students. She has also been involved in a pedagogical
initiative that led to the publication of an education article.
Previous works in the team of EL directly related to the subject:
- Zea DJ, Laskina S, Baudin A, Richard H and Laine E (2020) Assessing Conservation of Alternative
Splicing with Evolutionary Splicing Graphs biorxiv 2020.11.14.382820; doi:
https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.11.14.382820
- Ait-hamlat A, Zea DJ, Labeeuw A, Polit L, Richard H and Laine E (2020) Transcripts’ evolutionary
history and structural dynamics give mechanistic insights into the functional diversity of the JNK
family J Mol Biol 432:2121-2140.
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https://predictioncenter.org/index.cgi
https://www.capri-docking.org
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SG has been developing about 20 highly efficient computational methods relying on physical
principles and machine learning to predict protein-protein and protein-ligand complexes
structures, to compare molecular shapes and to predict protein functional motions. In recent
years, he has acquired very unique expertise in the development of deep learning
architectures for protein 3D structures. This expertise is recognised both at the national level
(invitation to present DL for structural biology at the prospective colloquium « Science des
données, IA et biologie », Dec 2 2020) and at the international level (invitation to animate the
CASP14 round table on deep learning, Dec 4 2020; invitation to present DL for structural
biology at the 25th Congress and General Assembly of the International Union of
Crystallography, Prague, 2021). He has published over 60 research articles (h-index 22), has
deposited one patent and has (co-)supervised four post-docs and eight PhD students.
Previous works in the team of SG directly related to the subject:
- Igashov, I., Pavlichenko, N., & Grudinin, S. (2020). Spherical convolutions on molecular graphs for
protein model quality assessment. arXiv preprint arXiv:2011.07980.
- Igashov, I., Olechnovic, K., Kadukova, M., Venclovas, C., & Grudinin, S. (2020). VoroCNN: Deep
convolutional neural network built on 3D Voronoi tessellation of protein structures. bioRxiv.
- Pagès G, Charmettant B, Grudinin S. (2019) Protein model quality assessment using 3D oriented
convolutional neural networks. Bioinformatics. 35:3313-3319.
- Derevyanko G, Grudinin S, Bengio Y, Lamoureux G. (2018) Deep convolutional networks for quality
assessment of protein folds. Bioinformatics. 34:4046-4053.

Profile of the desired student:
The candidate should have a a solid background in computer science or applied
mathematics, very good programming skills (C++ and Python) and deep knowledge in linear
algebra. S/he should have some knowledge in biology and some familiarity with biological
objects such as protein sequences and structures. Experience with -omics data
(transcriptomics, proteomics) and some knowledge in evolution are a plus. Teamwork and
communication skills are essential for the achievement of the project.
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